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2
the example wherein the broadcasts are encoded with Sub
Signals identifying the particular product being offered for
Sale, the encoded information may be displayed on the
graphic display for viewing by the Subscriber while listening

INTERNET-BASED INTERACTIVE RADIO
SYSTEM FOR USE WITH BROADCAST
RADIO STATIONS

to the broadcast.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Thus, interactive radio is enabled using radio
broadcasters, Such as Satellite radio broadcasters or conven

I. Field of the Invention

tional AM/FM or digital land-based radio broadcasters.

The invention generally relates to interactive radio SyS
tems and in particular to interactive radio Systems for use

Hence, the audio content need not be transmitted via cables,

with broadcast radio.

II. Description of Related Art
U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,303,393, 5,455,823 and 5,689,245 to

Noreen et al. describe various interactive radio Systems for
use with broadcast radio. In one example, individual mobile

15

interactive radio units are installed in motor vehicles or other

locations for use by subscribers of the interactive radio
System. Each mobile unit includes a radio broadcast
receiver, Such as a Standard automobile radio, and a two-way

radio units and are Subscribers to the interactive radio

system receive the additional benefits provided by the inter
active radio System. Hence, the radio broadcasters can reach

wireleSS communication device, Such as a Satellite-based

wireless telephone. Radio broadcasts received by the mobile
unit are listened to by the Subscriber, perhaps while driving
the vehicle. The Subscriber may respond to advertisements,
Solicitations, promotional Segments or the like by entering
commands through the mobile unit, which are transmitted
by the WireleSS telephone to a network operations center. AS
one Specific example, if the Subscriber wishes to purchase a
product advertised during a radio broadcast, the Subscriber
enters an order or purchase command into the mobile unit
and the command is forwarded to the network operations
center, which coordinates the purchase of the product on
behalf of the subscriber. To this end, the broadcast signal
may be encoded with Sub-Signals which identify the product
offered for Sale during the Segment of the broadcast. The
mobile unit extracts the product identification from the
broadcast Signal and generates a purchase command, which
identifies the product being purchased along with the iden
tity of the Subscriber associated with the mobile unit. The
network operations center maintains a credit card number or
other purchase authorization information for the Subscriber
for completing the purchase. If the broadcast Signal is a
Standard radio broadcast Signal not encoded with Sub
Signals, the mobile unit determines the carrier frequency of

both Subscribers and non-Subscribers to the mobile interac

25
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the broadcast, the date and time of the broadcast, and the

geographical location of the mobile unit and then transmits
this information along with the purchase command and
identity of the subscriber associated with the mobile unit to
the network operations center. In response, the network
operations center determines the identity of the broadcaster
based upon the carrier frequency and the geographical

45
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location of the mobile unit, then accesses databases identi

fying particular program Segments broadcast by the broad
caster at various dates and times. With this information, the

network operations center determines the goods or Services
that the Subscriber wishes to purchase and completes the
purchase on behalf of the subscriber.
Although Summarized with respect to an example involv
ing the purchase of goods or Services advertised during radio
broadcasts, the interactive radio Systems of the Noreen et al.
patents provide a wide range of other interactive Services as
well. In other examples, the Subscriber may respond to
opinion polls Solicited through radio broadcasts, or donate
money to charities or political causes Solicited through the
radio broadcast. Additionally, the mobile interactive radio
unit may be provided with a graphic display for providing
information identifying particular Songs broadcast over the
radio or particular products advertised in radio broadcasts. In

telephone lines, or other narrow-casting techniques.
Moreover, because broadcast radio is employed, operators
of the interactive radio System can reach potentially millions
of Subscribers, including Subscribers at remote locations
who may not have access to narrow-cast interactive Systems
Such as cable-based Systems. Moreover, those who possess
only a conventional radio can receive radio broadcasts as
normal. Those who possess one of the mobile interactive

55
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tive radio System. Another advantage of the System is that
the only signals that need to be transmitted from the mobile
units to the network operations center are relatively infre
quent Subscriber command Signals generated, for example,
when the Subscriber Selects a product to purchase. Hence,
very little bandwidth is required by the wireless communi
cation System to communicate transmissions from the
mobile unit to the network operations center.
Although the Systems of the Noreen et al. patents have
many advantages over non-broadcast-based interactive radio
Systems, Such as cable-based radio Systems or other narrow
cast radio Systems, room for further improvement remains.
For example, it would be desirable to provide an alternative
method for providing text or graphic information to the
Subscriber which does not require that the text or graphic
information be transmitted to the mobile unit and displayed
on the mobile unit. By providing a method that does not
require that the information be displayed on the mobile unit,
the mobile unit thereby need not include a graphic display.
By eliminating the need to provide a graphic display in the
mobile unit, the mobile unit may be leSS expensive and
perhaps less distracting to the Subscriber, which is particu
larly advantageous if the mobile unit is mounted within a
motor vehicle for use by the driver of the vehicle. Also, it
would be desirable to provide an interactive radio System
which is capable of providing vast amounts of text or
graphic information to the Subscriber pertaining to Selected
program Segment without requiring that the information be
be transmitted to the mobile unit via the two-way wireless
communication device. Also, it would be desirable to pro
vide an interactive radio System wherein the Subscriber need
not make immediate decisions while listening to the radio
about whether to purchase goods or Services, contribute to
charities or the like. Rather, it would be desirable to permit
the Subscriber to Select advertisements, Songs, or other
program Segments of interest and then review information
pertaining to those program Segments at a later time.
It is to these and other ends that aspects of the present
invention are primarily directed.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the invention, an interactive broadcast
65

System is provided for use with a mobile unit having a
broadcast receiver for receiving broadcast transmissions
from broadcasters or other broadcast program originators
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and a wireleSS transmitter for transmitting wireleSS Signals to
the System. The System includes a means for receiving a
broadcast attribute Signal transmitted from the mobile unit.
The broadcast attribute signal identifies at least one attribute
of a broadcast transmission Selected by a user of the mobile
unit. The System also includes means, responsive to receipt
of the broadcast attribute signal, for providing information
to the user associated with the mobile unit via the Internet.

The information provided via the Internet is selected based
upon the content of the broadcast transmission Selected by
the user.

In an exemplary embodiment, the broadcasts are radio
broadcasts. The broadcast receiver is a radio, Such as an
AM/FM automobile radio or a mobile satellite radio. The

wireleSS transmitter is a two-way wireleSS communication

15

device, Such as a Satellite wireleSS communication device or

a cellular telephone. The user of the mobile unit is a
subscriber of the interactive radio system. The term
Subscriber, as used herein, refers to a Subscriber of the

interactive radio System, rather than a Subscriber to a par
ticular radio broadcast Service, Such as a Satellite digital
radio broadcast Service. Depending upon the particular
implementation, the individual user of a particular mobile
unit may be both a subscriber to the interactive radio system
and a Subscriber to particular radio broadcast Systems. The
Subscriber may be charged a fee for accessing the interactive
radio system. Alternatively, the Subscriber may be able to
access the System without paying a fee. In Still other
implementations, users of the interactive radio System need
not necessarily Subscribe to the System. The broadcast
attribute Signal transmitted by the wireleSS communication
device identifies the date and time of a program Segment
Selected by the Subscriber, the carrier frequency of the
broadcast, and the geographical location of the radio as

determined using a global positioning System (“GPS)

25

cancel the order via the Internet at a later time. Another

35

device or, in the case of a mobile unit using a cellular
telephone, the geographical location of the cellular base
Station receiving the wireleSS transmission. The wireleSS
communication device of the mobile unit also transmits a

client identifier signal which identifies either the subscriber
using the mobile unit or the mobile unit itself. If the signal
identifies the mobile unit, the System accesses client infor
mation databases to determine the identity of the subscriber
associated with the mobile unit. The system determines the
identity of the broadcaster or other program originator based
upon the carrier frequency and the geographical location of
the mobile unit. Then, the System accesses a database of
information provided by the broadcaster, which identifies
the date and time of various program Segments. From this
information, the System identifies the particular program
Segment Selected by the Subscriber. The program Segment
may be an advertisement, charity Solicitation, musical Selec
tion or the like. Once the program Segment has been
identified, the System provides information pertaining to the
program Segment to the Subscriber within a web site acces
sible by a home or office computer of the subscriber or

40

unit.

50

AS noted, in the exemplary implementation, the System
identifies Specific program content Selected by the Subscriber
by examining the carrier frequency of the broadcast in
combination with the geographical location of the mobile
unit and programming information provided by the broad
casters. In the alternative, the broadcast itself includes

55

In this manner, the Subscriber can Select various
60

to the radio, then access the Internet at a later time to review

information pertaining to the various program Segments that
have been Selected. For program Segments that comprise
musical Selections, the information provided through the
Internet identifies Such things as the name of the Song, the

performer, and the compact disk (CD) or other compilation
containing the Song. Hyper links are provided within the

advantage of the Internet feedback System is that the Sub
Scriber is directly linked to e-commerce Sites permitting ease
of purchase of the goods or Services. Also, much more
information may be provided to the Subscriber pertaining to
Selected program Segments than can easily be accommo
dated via two-way wireless transmissions to the mobile unit.
Moreover, by providing text and graphic information
through the Internet to a home or office computer of the
Subscriber, the mobile unit need not necessarily include a
graphic display and hence may be less expensive and
thereby more desirable for some potential Subscribers.
Although, in other implementations, a graphic display is
provided in Some mobile units to permit at least a portion of
the Internet content to be browsed directly via the mobile

45

within e-mails transmitted directed to an email account of
the Subscriber.

advertisements, musical Selections or the like while listening

4
web page or e-mail for linking the Subscriber directly to web
SiteS provided by the performer, record company or the like.
The CD may be purchased directly through the web site.
Alternatively, links are provided for permitting the CD to be
purchased through other e-commerce web sites. Also, either
the web site of the interactive radio system or other
e-commerce Sites permit the Subscriber to generate and
purchase a customized CD containing a group of Songs that
have been Selected by the Subscriber or permitting custom
ized digital music files, such as MP3 files, to be generated
containing Songs that have been Selected. For program
Segments containing advertisements, the information pro
Vided via the e-mail or web page identifies the advertiser and
provides linkS directly to e-commerce web siteS providing
further information regarding the advertiser or its products
and permitting immediate purchase of the products. AS can
be appreciated, a wealth of information may be provided to
the Subscriber via the Internet pertaining to broadcast radio
Segments Selected by the Subscriber.
One advantage of the Internet feedback system of the
invention is that the Subscriber need not necessarily make
decisions immediately regarding purchase of goods or Ser
vices while listening to the radio broadcast but may defer
decisions until a later time. Alternatively, though, the System
may be configured Such that the Subscriber may immediately
purchase goods or Services via the mobile unit. If So,
confirmation of the purchase is provided via the Internet. In
Still other implementations, the Subscriber may enter a
purchase order through the mobile unit then, if desired,

65

information encoded therein identifying the program Seg
ments. If So, the mobile unit, in response to Subscriber
commands, generates a program attribute signal which spe
cifically identifies the content of the program Segment and
also provides the identity of the Subscriber or the identity of
the mobile unit, Such that the System need not determine the
identity of the broadcaster or the program Segment. Insofar
as providing program information is concerned, the System
may either receive information from various broadcasters
for Storage in dedicated databases maintained by the System
or the System may merely access databases maintained by
the broadcasters containing play-lists or other program
information. In this regard, many broadcasters provide web
pages which provide play-lists specifying the date and time
of day of the various Songs that have been played. The
System may access those web pages to identify specific

US 6,628,928 B1
S
program Segments Selected by the Subscriber. Also, in the
exemplary embodiment, GPS is employed for determining
the geographical location of the mobile unit. Other tech
niques for determining the location of the mobile unit, either
precisely or approximately, may be employed. In one
example, wherein a cellular communication System is
employed, the location of the mobile unit is approximated
based upon the location of a cellular base Station receiving
Signals from the mobile unit. Alternatively, a regional inter
active radio System may be provided for use within a
particular region accessible only by broadcasters within that
region. In Such an implementation, the identity of the
broadcaster may be determined based upon the carrier
frequency of the broadcast, rather than based upon both
carrier frequency and geographical location.
AS can be appreciated, a wide range of embodiments are
consistent with the general principles of the invention.

6
102 are received by interactive radio mobile units or mobile

stations mounted within vehicles 104, with each mobile unit

operated by a Subscriber or other user (not separately
shown.) While listening to a radio broadcast, the subscribers
transmit commands or other responsive Signals from the

mobile units via a communications satellite 106 to an

interactive radio network ground station 108, which for
wards the commands to an interactive radio network opera
tions center 110. In response to commands received from the
Subscribers, the network operations center provides infor
mation feedback to the Subscribers via the Internet 111, with

15

work computers, personal digital assistants (PDAS) or the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates a first exemplary interactive radio sys
tem employing land-based broadcast radio Stations, a Satel
lite wireleSS communications Systems, and a GPS System,
and providing interactive feedback to Subscribers via the
Internet.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating pertinent compo

25

nents of a mobile interactive radio unit for use with the

system of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating pertinent compo
nents of a network operations center of the system of FIG.
1.
FIG. 4 illustrates a broadcaster identification database

employed by the network operations center of FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 illustrates a broadcast program Segment identifi
cation database employed by the network operations center

35

of FIG. 3.

FIG. 6 illustrates a vendor information database employed
by the network operations center of FIG. 3.
FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary display Screen presented
by a web site generated by the network operations center of

active feedback to Subscribers via the Internet.

FIG. 9 illustrates a third exemplary interactive radio
System employing land-based broadcast radio Stations and a
dedicated localized communications System, and also pro
viding interactive feedback to subscribers via the Internet.
FIG. 10 illustrates a fourth exemplary interactive radio
System employing Satellite-based broadcasters, a Satellite
wireleSS communications System, and a GPS System, and
also providing interactive feedback to Subscribers via a
computer feedback network.

40
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trucks, or the like, denoted 104 to 104. Each mobile unit

includes a broadcast radio receiver and a wireleSS transmit

ter. The broadcast radio receiver is a conventional AM/FM

radio receiver, a digital radio receiver or Similar device. The
wireleSS transmitter is a Satellite wireleSS communications
55

device, which transmits signals via satellite 106 to interac

tive radio ground station 108. (Herein-below, alternative

implementations utilizing cellular telephone base Stations or

dedicated localized communication Systems are described.)

With reference to the figures, preferred and exemplary
60

invention is described primarily with respect to an exem
plary interactive radio System for use with Standard land

The mobile unit also includes a GPS receiver for receiving
signals from a set of GPS satellites 114 and for determining
the geographical location of the mobile unit therefrom.

(Also here in-below, alternative implementations are

described for determining the geographical location of the

based AM/FM radio broadcasters, a satellite wireless com

munication system, a GPS system, and the Internet. Several
other exemplary Systems are also described.

Internet. At that time, the Subscriber may choose to cancel
the order. If, for example, the order is not canceled within
twenty-four hours, the order is automatically completed.
Now considering the System of FIG. 1 in greater detail, a
set of land-based radio broadcasters 102, to 102 each
broadcast radio signals which, depending upon the indi
vidual broadcaster, are conventional AM or FM analog radio
Signals, digital radio signals, or radio signals encoded with
Specific program information, Such as the information iden
tifying individual program Segments. The various broadcasts
are received at mobile units mounted within automobiles,

50

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

embodiments of the invention will now be described. The

like. AS one Specific example, a Subscriber Selects individual
Songs of interest, then reviews information pertaining to the
Songs at a later time using his or her home computer. The
Subscriber thereby obtains information Such as the Song
name and performer name for various musical Selections of
interest and, if desired, purchases any or all of the Songs via
e-commerce Internet Sites accessible via the computer. AS
another example, the Subscriber responds to opinion polls
Solicited via broadcast radio Segments, with a Summary of
the poll results provided to the subscriber via the Internet. In
yet another example, the Subscriber responds to Solicitations
for charitable donations requested via radio program
Segments, with further information pertaining to the chari
ties provided to the Subscriber via the Internet, such that the
Subscriber may then make a final decision regarding whether
to donate to the charity in question. Many additional appli
cations of the interactive radio System are possible. In one
other application, the System is configured to permit a
Subscriber to immediately enter a purchase order via the
mobile unit, then review confirmation information via the

FIG. 3.

FIG. 8 illustrates a second exemplary interactive radio
System employing land-based broadcast radio Stations and a
cellular communications System, and also providing inter

the information being received at individual subscriber
computerS 112. In this manner, SubscriberS operating mobile
units mounted within automobiles, trucks, planes, trains or
the like, may request information pertaining to program
Segments broadcast by the various broadcasters, then review
the information later via the Internet using home computers,

mobile unit without requiring the use of GPS.)
65

The primary components of the mobile unit are illustrated

FIG. 1 illustrates an interactive radio network 100

in FIG. 2 and include a radio receiver 116, a GPS unit 118,

wherein Signals broadcast by land-based radio broadcasters

a wireless satellite telephone transmitter 120 and a sub

US 6,628,928 B1
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Scriber interface 122 for receiving control signals from an
Subscriber via one or more input buttons or other input
devices. In the example of FIG. 2, only a Single interactive
radio control button 123 is provided. In other
implementations, to be described in greater detail below,
additional buttons are provided. The radio receiver may
include one or more individual radio receiving components
Such as a terrestrial digital radio receiver, a Satellite digital
radio receiver, and a terrestrial AM/FM analog radio
receiver. The various components of the mobile unit are
preferably integrated as a Single unit for installation within
the vehicle. Alternatively, the various components may be
installed Separately within the vehicle. In this regard, the
interactive radio Subscriber interface 122 may be connected
to a conventional GPS device, conventional AM/FM radio,

Subscriber to Sites permitting the Subscriber to purchase the
particular musical Selection or CD or to download additional
information regarding the performer, record label or the like.
The network operations center also provides hyperlinks to
e-commerce Sites permitting the Subscriber to create a
custom CD or a custom digital music file, such as an MP3
file, containing Some or all of the musical Selections of
interest. In the example wherein the radio program Segment
Selected by the Subscriber is a radio advertisement, the
network operations center provides information within a
web page identifying the Vendor and the Specific goods or
Services offered for sale within the advertisement. The

15

and conventional wireleSS Satellite communication device

separately mounted within the vehicle. In either
implementation, the Subscriber interface is preferably
mounted to the dashboard of the vehicle or other convenient

location for easy access by the driver or passenger of the
vehicle. The Subscriber interface receives GPS coordinates

from the GPS unit and receives radio broadcast signals from
the radio receiver then, in response to commands entered by
the Subscriber, generates various interactive radio signals for
transference to the wireleSS transmitter for transmission to

25

the network operations center of FIG. 1.
Referring again to FIG. 1, network operations center 110
processes the interactive radio Signals transmitted by the
mobile unit and generates appropriate feedback to the Sub
scriber via the Internet. More specifically, interactive radio
Signals transmitted by the mobile unit include: a broadcast
attribute Signal identifying a carrier frequency of the radio
broadcast and the date and time the broadcast was received;
a location attribute Signal identifying the geographical loca
tion of the mobile unit in GPS coordinates at the date and

transmitted to the broadcaster, the broadcaster can then

35

time the broadcast was received; and a Subscriber identifier

signal providing a subscriber ID or a mobile unit ID. In
response to the Signals, the network operations center deter
mines the identity of the broadcaster based upon the carrier
frequency of the broadcast and the geographical location of
the mobile unit. The network operations center then deter
mines the Specific program Segment Selected by the Sub
scriber based upon the identity of the broadcaster and the
date and time of the broadcast. Next, the network operations
center downloads information pertinent to the program
Segment and provides that information within a web site
accessible by the Subscriber, with access granted based upon
a Subscriber name and password associated with the Sub
scriber ID or mobile unit ID and maintained by the network
operations center. The mobile unit ID may, for example,
identify the serial number of the mobile unit. If so, the
network operation center maintains the Subscriber name and
password for the Subscriber currently registered to use that
particular mobile unit. Thereafter, the subscriber may down
load the information from the web site into his or her

computer or PDA by accessing the web site using the
Subscriber name and password. Alternatively, the network
operations center maintains an e-mail address associated
with the Subscriber ID and transmits e-mail messages con
taining information corresponding to program Segments
Selected by the Subscriber via the designated e-mail address.
In the example wherein the program Segment Selected by
the Subscriber is a musical Selection, the network operations
center provides information including the Song title, CD
title, performer name, record label and the like within the
web site. Additionally, the network operations center pro
vides e-commerce hyper links within the web site to link the

network operations center also provides hyperlinks to web
SiteS provided by the Vendor or other e-commerce Sites
Selling goods or Services provided by the vendor. In this
manner, the Subscriber may browse information pertaining
to advertisements of interest and perhaps purchase goods or
Services from the advertisers. In the example wherein the
program Segment is a request for a charitable donation, the
network operations center provides information within the
Web Site identifying the charitable organization and provid
ing hyperlinks to web sites provided by the charitable
organization for receiving donations or the like. In the
example wherein the program Segment contains an opinion
poll, the network operations center tallies the results of the
opinion poll and transmits the results back to the broadcaster
or other entity initiating the opinion poll and may addition
ally provide the results of the opinion poll within the web
page accessible by the Subscriber. Based upon the results
quickly disclose the results of the opinion poll on the air for
the benefit of those listening to the radio broadcast. For an
implementation wherein only a single interactive radio but
ton is provided, the Subscriber responds to the opinion poll
by pressing the Single button at a specific time identified
during the radio broadcast. For example, the broadcast disk

jockey (DJ) may indicate that users wishing to enter a YES
40

in response to the opinion poll should press their interactive
radio buttons immediately, whereas users wishing to enter a
NO in response to the opinion poll should wait until
prompted by the DJ. Separate program Segments are defined
by the broadcaster Specifying the two periods of response
Such that the Specific time the Subscriber presses the inter
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appropriate. The handling of opinion poll responses using a
System wherein the mobile units include multiple interactive

active radio button can be correlated with YES or NO, as

radio buttons is described below.
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One particular advantage of the System thus far described
is that interactive capability is thereby provided in connec
tion with conventional radio broadcast Signals not requiring
any additional information encoded therein, Such as program
Segment identification information, broadcaster identifica
tion information, or the like. If the broadcast Signal never
theless includes encoded signals providing program Segment
identification information or the like, the System can exploit
that additional information as well. An alternative imple
mentation exploiting encoded broadcast signals is discussed
below.

The operation of the exemplary system will now be
60

further described with reference to FIGS. 3-6. The network
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operations center of FIG. 3 is pre-loaded with four databases
containing information permitting identification of the
Subscriber, program Segments Selected by the Subscriber,
and providing information pertinent to the Selected program
Segments. Specifically, the network operations center
includes a broadcaster identification database 200, shown

more fully in FIG. 4, which provides, for each broadcaster
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affiliated with the system, a broadcaster ID, the carrier
frequency of the broadcaster, the geographical location of
the broadcaster, and a nominal geographical range for recep
tion of Signals transmitted by the broadcaster. The geo
graphical location may be specified in terms of latitude and
longitude. Alternatively, geographical location may be
Specified merely in terms of the general location of the
broadcaster such as “Los Angeles' or “New York”. For AM
radio Stations, the broadcast range may specify two values,
one for daytime broadcasting and one for evening broad
casting. Note that Some individual broadcasters will transmit
multiple broadcast channels. If So, the broadcaster identifi
cation database provides information pertaining to all of the
channels broadcast by the broadcaster. The network opera
tions center also includes a program Segment identification
database 202, show more fully in FIG. 5, which includes a
program Segment ID, the date and time of broadcast of the
program Segment, and the broadcaster ID for the broadcaster
of the Segment. The network operations center additionally

center upon receipt of the broadcast attribute Signal. Detect
ing the date and time at the network operations center
eliminates possible clockSynchronization problems between
the mobile units and the network but may require the
broadcast attribute signal to be transmitted Substantially
immediately by the mobile unit.
In any case, once the program Segment is identified, the
program Segment determination unit forwards the program
Segment ID to a program Segment information unit 212,
which accesses the vendor information database using the
program Segment ID to extract information provided by the
vendor pertinent to the program Segment which, as noted,
may include web site addresses associated with the vendor
as well as the names of goods or Services offered by the
vendor including, for example, Song titles and the like. The

15

information retrieved from the vendor database is forwarded

to a Subscriber interface unit 214, which also receives the
Subscriber ID for the Subscriber of the mobile unit as

specified by the subscriber identifier signal received by
receiver 206. The subscriber feedback unit then provides the

includes a vendor information database 204, shown more

vendor information to the Subscriber either within a web

fully in FIG. 6, which includes the program segment ID
along with the identification of the vendor or other entity
asSociated with the program Segment and additional infor

page accessible by the Subscriber and/or within individual
e-mail messages transmitted directly to an e-mail account of
the Subscriber. To this end, the Subscriber interface unit

mation associated with the vendor Such as universal resource

locator (URL) identifiers for e-commerce sites or other web
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sites associated with the vendor. The information stored
within the broadcaster identification database and within the

program Segment identification database are received via the
Internet from the broadcasters. The information provided
within the vendor identification database may be provided
either by the broadcasters or by individual vendors. Finally,
the network operation center includes a Subscriber database
205, which provides the subscriber name and password
asSociated with each mobile unit or provides the e-mail
address for the Subscriber, Such that the System can provide
information corresponding to the Selected program Segments
to the subscriber. The subscriber database also provides a
credit card number for the subscriber or other purchase
authorization codes, Such that the System can complete
purchases on behalf of the Subscriber or assess monthly or

stored credit card number for the Subscriber.
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annual fees to the Subscriber.

Referring again to FIG. 3, the interactive radio signals
transmitted from the mobile unit to the network operations
center are received by a receiver 206, which forwards the
geographical location of the mobile unit as Specified by the
location attribute signal and the carrier frequency as Speci
fied by the broadcast attribute signal to a broadcast deter

45

FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary web page screen 216
accessible by the Subscriber. AS can be seen, information
pertaining to various Songs Selected by the Subscriber are
provided including the title of the Song, the name of the
performer of the Song, the radio Station broadcasting the
Song and the date and time of day of the broadcast.
Additionally, the web page provides a hyperlink to permit
the Subscriber to immediately download a digital version of
a portion of the Song for Verifying that the Song identified in
the list was indeed the song listened to by the subscriber.
Additionally, the web page provides links to e-commerce
sites permitting the subscriber to purchase the CD in which
the Song appears or perhaps to create a customized CD
containing the Song or a customized digital music file. The
web page also provides information pertaining to advertise
ments Selected by the Subscriber including the name of the
vendor, the product advertised, the identity of the
broadcaster, and the date and time of the advertisement.

mination unit 208. The broadcast determination unit com

pares the geographical location and the carrier frequency
with the information provided within the broadcaster iden
tification database to identify the Specific broadcaster asso
ciated with the received Signal as represented by the broad
caster ID. The broadcaster ID is forwarded to a program
Segment identification unit 210, which also receives the date
and time of the program Segment as indicated within the
broadcast attribute signal. In response, the program Segment
determination unit accesses information provided within the
program Segment identifier database to identify the Specific
program Segment broadcast by the broadcaster at the date
and time the program Segment was received by the Sub
scriber. Providing the date and time as part of the broadcast
attribute Signal permits the broadcast attribute signal to be
transmitted Subsequent to receipt of the program Segment by
the mobile unit but may require careful clock Synchroniza
tion between the mobile unit and the network. Alternatively,
the date and time is not transmitted as part of the broadcast
attribute signal but is detected by the network operations

accesses subscriber database 205, which provides the Sub
Scriber name and password and the e-mail for the Subscriber.
The Subscriber interface unit may also process purchase
transactions directly on behalf of the Subscriber using the
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Along with each advertisement Segment, the web page
provides links to e-commerce Sites maintained by the vendor
or to other e-commerce Sites through which the Subscriber
may purchase the goods or Services advertised.
Although not specifically shown, the web page provides
numerous additional Selectable interface buttons for navi

55
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gating among various web pages provided by the System or
for manipulating the information pertaining to the Specific
program Segments Such as, for example, to delete Specific
Segments, to Sort program Segments either chronologically,
alphabetically, or by other criteria, or to perform other
functions. Additionally, the web page may include advertis
ing banners advertising goods or Services. The Specific
advertising banners presented to the Subscriber within the
web page may be correlated with the various program
selections made by the subscriber. For example, if the
Subscriber has selected a number of Songs within a particular
genre of music, the banner advertisements may be directed
to additional e-commerce Sites relevant to that genre of
music.

US 6,628,928 B1
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The information provided within the web page is acces
Sible using any Suitable Internet access technique, including
access via PDAS or other portable devices capable of
downloading and displaying Internet web pages. In this
regard, the mobile unit itself may be provided with Internet
access, via the wireleSS communication System, Such that
information provided within the web page can be accessed
by the Subscriber contemporaneously while listening to the
radio broadcast during which the various program Segment
Selections are made. Although not specifically shown, Simi
lar information may be provided within e-mail messages
transmitted directly to the subscriber.
In addition to providing information to the subscriber
based upon program Segments Selected by the Subscriber, the
System may provide information to the broadcasters pertain
ing to the various Subscribers listening to their broadcast or
to the vendors associated with program Segments Selected by
the Subscribers. For example, whenever a Subscriber Selects
a program Segment broadcast by a particular broadcaster,
information identifying the program Segment, the date and
time of day, the Subscriber, and the location of the subscriber

12
identified based upon the base Station of the cellular System
receiving the wireleSS transmission from the mobile unit. An
identification of the geographical location of the base Station
is forwarded to the network operations center along with the
various interactive radio signals received from the mobile
unit. The network operations center then determines the
identity of the broadcaster based upon the carrier frequency
of the broadcast and the geographical location of the cellular
base Station. Hence, no GPS System or other geographical
location determination unit is required as part of the mobile
unit.

15

or other means. Also, the broadcaster identification database

are forwarded to the broadcaster Such that the broadcaster

may develop Statistical profiles based upon the information.
In one specific application, if the broadcaster determines that
Subscribers are mostly located in a particular geographical
location, then the broadcaster may specifically target adver
tisers based in that geographical location. AS another
example, whenever SubscriberS Select a program Segment
containing an advertisement, information pertaining to the
particular advertisement, date and time of day, the

25

Subscriber, and the location of the Subscriber are forwarded

to the advertiser Such that the advertiser may develop
Statistical profiles based upon the information. AS can be
appreciated, a wide range of information may be provided to
broadcasters or vendors to permit those entities to better

35

serve the needs of the various Subscribers.

Thus, with reference to FIGS. 1-7, a system has been
described which automatically determines the particular
program Segment Selected by the Subscriber based upon the
geographical location of the mobile unit of the Subscriber as
determined by for example GPS, the carrier frequency of the

40

broadcaster, and the date and time the broadcast was

received. Hence, the System operates effectively with con
ventional AM or FM radio broadcasters. If implemented in
connection with broadcasters broadcasting digital radio, the
digital radio Signals are preferably encoded with Signals
identifying the broadcaster and the Specific program Seg
ment being transmitted. If So, the System need not identify
the broadcaster based upon the carrier frequency and geo
graphical location. Rather, the network operations center
directly accesses the program Segment and vendor informa
tion databases based upon the program Segment identified by
the digital radio Signals to retrieve information associated
with the program Segment Selected by the Subscriber.
Moreover, if the mobile unit is provided with a graphic
display, the program Segment information provided within
the broadcast radio Signal may be displayed using the
graphic display to the subscriber. If the subscriber wishes to
obtain additional information pertaining to the program
Segment, the Subscriber presses the interactive radio button
causing the System to ultimately provide the additional
information via the Internet to the subscriber for subsequent
browsing.
In an alternative implementation, shown in FIG. 8, the
System is configured using a cellular telephone System rather
than a Satellite wireleSS communications System. The
approximate geographical location of the mobile unit is

In another implementation, shown in FIG. 9, the system
is implemented within a single geographical area using a
dedicated localized wireleSS communications System main
tained by the interactive radio network, Such that the net
work operations center can identify the broadcaster based
Solely upon carrier frequency rather than upon the carrier
frequency and geographical location of the mobile unit.
Hence, the geographical location of the mobile unit need not
be determined either by GPS, cellular base station location
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need not identify the geographical location of the broad
caster or its range. Moreover, Since a dedicated localized
wireleSS communication System is employed, the System
need not employ either a cellular telephone System or a
Satellite wireleSS communication System.
In yet another implementation, shown in FIG. 10, the
System is implemented using a Satellite radio broadcast
System rather than land-based broadcasters. The various
implementations illustrated in FIGS. 1-9 may also be con
figured for use with Satellite radio broadcasts. Typically, a
Satellite broadcaster will transmit multiple radio channels
using a single carrier frequency with digital information
encoded therein identifying the different channels. When
used in conjunction with Satellite Systems broadcasting
multiple channels per carrier frequency, the interactive radio
System determines the identity of the particular broadcaster
based upon both the carrier frequency and the digital infor
mation identifying the broadcast channel. Depending upon
the implementation, the mobile unit may be configured to
extract the digital information from the received signal along
with the carrier frequency for forwarding to the network
operation center. In other implementations, the mobile unit
generates a broadcast attribute signal which includes a
portion of the received Satellite broadcast Signal Such that
the network operation center can extract the channel iden
tification information and determine the identity of the
particular channel. Terrestrial radio broadcasters may also
provide multiple channels per carrier frequency and Similar
techniques are employed as well for determining the identity
of the broadcaster associated with the particular channel
being listened to by the subscriber. One particular multiple
channel/single carrier System is the Eureka 147 System.
FIG. 10 also illustrates that feedback to the Subscriber
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may be provided through other computer network feedback
Systems, besides the Internet. One example of an alternative
computer network feedback System is an intranet System or
other local, regional, or dedicated computer network System
accessible by the subscriber.
As noted above, the mobile unit may be provided with
multiple buttons or other input mechanisms for receiving
various commands from the Subscriber. If so, the mobile unit
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preferably also transmits to the network operation center a
Subscriber command Signal, which identifies the particular
button or buttons pressed by the user or which otherwise
identifies Specific commands entered by the user. In one
Specific example, the mobile unit may include an alpha
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functionality and auto-tracking functionality. Insofar as May
Day functionality is concerned, the mobile unit may be
configured to transmit distreSS Signals to the network opera

13
numeric keypad for receiving text based commands from the
subscriber with the commands being transmitted to the
network operation center and processed therein. In another
Specific example, the mobile unit may be provided with a Set
of predefined interactive radio buttons with, for example, a
first button designated as an “INFO' button and a second

tion center in circumstances wherein the vehicle is disabled
or wherein the Subscriber is otherwise in need of aid. Insofar

as auto-tracking functionality is concerned, the mobile unit
may provide the ability to track the location of the vehicle
or to remotely disable the vehicle, as may be required in the

button identified as a “ORDER button. If the Subscriber

merely wishes to receive additional information pertaining
to a program Segment, the Subscriber presses the INFO
button. An INFO command is forwarded along with various
other Signals to the network operation center which, in
response thereto, provides information corresponding to the
program Segment to the Subscriber via the Internet. On the

event the vehicle is stolen.

other hand, if the Subscriber is certain that he or she wishes

to immediately purchase the goods or Services offered for
Sale via a broadcast radio Segment, the Subscriber presses the
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“ORDER button and an ORDER command is forwarded to

the network operation center. In response thereto, the net
work operation center immediately processes the purchase
on behalf of the subscriber. The ability to immediately enter
a purchase command is particularly desirable for use with
Special time-limited product offers, Such as may be provided
within interactive radio shopping channels and the like.
Thus, the Subscriber can immediately purchase goods or
Services to ensure that the goods or Services do not sell out
and to ensure that the price does not Subsequently change.
Also, in response to radio opinion polls, the Subscriber may
be invited by the DJ to press the first button to enter a YES
response and the Second button to enter a NO response.
Moreover, in response to product offers, the Subscriber may
be invited by the advertiser to press the first button to select
product A and the Second button to Select product B. Hence,
multiple-choice responses are accommodated. In another
Specific implementation a single interactive radio button is
provided in combination with conventional radio Station
preset buttons 125. During normal operation, pressing one of
the preset buttons re-sets the radio to receive broadcasts
from the radio station associated therewith. However, by
pressing the interactive radio button immediately prior to
pressing one of the preset buttons causes the mobile unit to
interpret the preset button in accordance with a specific
predetermined interactive radio command, such as an INFO

What is claimed is:

1. A System comprising:
a mobile unit having a broadcast receiver for receiving
broadcast transmissions from broadcasters and a trans
25

or the like.

Preferably, the overall system is configured to work in
combination with a variety of types of broadcasters includ
ing conventional AM or FM broadcasters, digital radio
broadcasters, Satellite broadcasters and the like. The System
also preferably works in cooperation with a variety of
wireleSS transmission Systems including Satellite wireleSS
Systems, cellular Systems, localized dedicated wireleSS
transmission Systems and the like. Depending upon the
originating broadcaster and depending upon the mode of
wireleSS transmission, different types of information are
received by the network operations center from mobile
units, broadcasters etc. The network operations center parses
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the mobile unit.
broadcasts and wherein the broadcast receiver of the mobile
unit includes a broadcast radio receiver.
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3. The system of claim 1 wherein the wireless transmitter
of the mobile unit is a Satellite wireleSS communication

device, cellular telephone or other local wireleSS System
transmitter.
50
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4. The system of claim 1
wherein Said processor includes
for identifying the broadcaster based at least in part
upon the carrier frequency of the broadcast; and
means for determining the content of the broadcast
transmission based on the identity of the broadcaster
and the date and time of the broadcast.

5. The system of claim 4
wherein said mobile unit further includes a GPS unit; and

wherein the broadcast attribute and command Signal also
includes information identifying the geographical loca
60

tion of the mobile unit based on location information
and time information received from the GPS unit

within said mobile unit; and
wherein the time within the broadcast attribute and com

mand Signal is generated upon the actuation of the

to be accessed, and provides the requested feedback to the
Also, the mobile unit may be configured to perform
additional functions as well, including providing May Day

frequency and the time of a broadcast transmission
received by the mobile unit from a broadcaster;
a receiver System for receiving the broadcast attribute and
command Signal transmitted from the mobile unit and
the command button actuated by the user; and
a processor responsive to receipt of the broadcast attribute
and command Signal, for providing information to the
user of the mobile unit via the Internet representative or
the content of the broadcast transmission received by
2. The system of claim 1 wherein the broadcasts are radio

the information received, determines which databases need
Subscriber.

mitter for transmitting wireleSS broadcast attribute and
command Signals, wherein the mobile unit has one or
more command buttons, each for generating a broad
cast attribute and command Signal in response to the
actuation of the command button by a user, wherein the
broadcast attribute and command Signal identifies
which command button was actuated, and the carrier

or ORDER command.

AS can be appreciated, numerous other implementations
are consistent with the general principles of the invention.
For example, mobile units may also be provided for use in
trains, airplanes, ferries, buses and the like. Systems
employing non-mobile units may also be provided. Non
mobile units may be installed in individual homes or offices,
retail centers, retail kiosks, Cyber-cafes, Internet boutiques

In its various implementations, fees may be charged by
operators of the interactive radio network to individual
Subscribers of the network for access to the network.
Additionally, fees may be charged to broadcasters,
advertisers, or the like for access to the System.
The invention has been described with reference to spe
cific exemplary Systems of an interactive radio System.
Principles of the invention, however, are applicable to either
applications and to achieve other ends. Hence, the exem
plary embodiments described herein should not be construed
as limiting the Scope of the invention.
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command button; and

wherein Said means for identifying the broadcaster
includes
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means for inputting the carrier frequencies of various

the identification of the content or the program Segment by
Said processor includes the name of the musical Selection
and of the performer.
17. The system of claim 16 wherein the identification of
the content of the program Segment by Said processor
includes a link to an Internet Site associated with the
performer.
18. The system of claim 16 wherein the identification of
the content of the program Segment by Said processor
includes information pertaining lo purchasing the musical

broadcasts,

means for inputting the geographical locations of Vari
ous broadcasters,

means for inputting the time of the broadcast attribute
and command Signal; and
means for identifying the broadcaster based upon the
carrier frequency of the broadcast transmission, the
time of the broadcast transmission, and the geo
graphical location of the mobile unit.
6. The system of claim 4
wherein all broadcasts processed by the System are broad
cast by broadcasters in a single general geographical

Selection.

location; and

wherein Said means for identifying the broadcaster
includes
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means for inputting the carrier frequencies of various
broadcasts,

means for identifying the broadcaster based upon the
carrier frequency of the broadcast transmission.
7. The system of claim 1 wherein said processor includes
means for determining the content of the broadcast trans
mission received by the mobile unit based at least in part
upon the information of the broadcast attribute signal; and
wherein Said means for determining the content of the

25

broadcast transmission includes

means for inputting a list of radio program Segments
broadcast by the broadcaster including the date and
time of broadcast of the Segments, and
means for identifying the program Segment broadcast by
the broadcaster based upon the date and time identified
by the broadcast attribute signal.
8. The System of claim 1 wherein Said broadcast trans

mission is a frequency modulated (FM) signal or an ampli
tude modulated (AM) signal.

broadcasters, wherein the broadcast transmissions contain
35

9. The system of claim 1 wherein said receiver system
further includes means for receiving a client identifier Signal
transmitted from the mobile unit, Said client identifier Signal
identifying at least one unique attribute of a user of the
mobile unit.

10. The system of claim 9 wherein said means for
providing information via the Internet transmits the infor
mation via an email message to an email address associated
with the user identified by the client identifier signal.
11. The system of claim 1 wherein said processor provides

tion encoded within the broadcast transmissions, and a
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a processor, responsive to receipt of the program Segment
Signal for providing information to the user of the
mobile unit via the Internet representative of the con
tent of the broadcast transmission received by the

includes an identification of an Internet Site associated with
the advertiser.

16. The System of claim 13 wherein the program Segment
is a musical Selection performed by a performer and wherein

mitted from the mobile unit; and

mobile unit.

25. The system of claim 24 further comprising a a mobile
unit having a broadcast receiver for receiving broadcast
transmission from broadcasters.
50

CaSt.

13. The system of claim 1 wherein said the information
representative of Said content of the broadcast transmission
generated by Said processor provides an identification of a
program Segment of the broadcast.
14. The System of claim 13 wherein the program Segment
is an advertisement provided by an advertiser and wherein
the identification of the content of the program Segment by
Said processor includes an identification of goods or Services
provided by the advertiser.
15. The system of claim 14 wherein the identification of
the content of the program Segment by Said processor

information encoded therein to identify program Segments
received by the broadcast receiver, a signal generator for
generating a program Segment Signal based on the informa
transmitter for wirelessly transmitting program Segment
Signals to the System, Said System comprising:
a receiver for receiving a program Segment signal trans

the information via the Internet in an Internet web site

accessible by the user.
12. The system of claim 1 wherein the information
representative of Said content of the broadcast transmission
generated by Said processor also provides information to
identify the broadcaster and the date and time of the broad

19. The system of claim 18 including a fulfillment unit for
receiving a purchase order for the musical Selection and for
fulfilling the purchase order.
20. The system of claim 19 wherein said fulfillment unit
generates a digital music file containing music Specified by
the purchase order and transmits the digital music file
containing the music via the Internet to the Subscriber.
21. The system of claim 19 wherein said fulfillment unit
generates a customized compact disk (CD) containing music
Specified by the purchase order.
22. The system of claim 1 wherein the information
representative of the content of the broadcast transmission
received by the mobile unit is dependent on the command
button actuated by the user.
23. The system of claim 1 wherein the mobile unit further
includes a GPS unit coupled to the transmitter, and wherein
the broadcast attribute and command Signal further trans
mitted by the transmitter includes information pertaining to
the geographical location of the mobile unit as determined
by the GPS unit.
24. A System for use with a mobile unit having a broadcast
receiver for receiving broadcast transmissions from
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26. The system of claim 24 further broadcaster broad
casting program Segments.
27. The system of claim 24 further comprising a sub
Scriber acceSS device with a user interface for displaying
information from Said processor.
28. A method for use with a mobile unit having a
broadcast receiver for receiving broadcast transmissions
from broadcasters wherein the broadcast transmissions con
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tain information encoded therein to identify program Seg
ments broadcast by the broadcast receiver and a transmitter
for transmitting wireleSS Signals to the System, Said method
comprising the Steps of:
receiving a program Segment Signal transmitted from the
mobile unit Said program Segment Signal identifying
the information encoded within the broadcast transmis
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Sions, and

in response to receipt of the program Segment Signal
providing information to the user of the mobile unit via
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the Internet representative of the content of the broad
cast transmission received by the mobile unit.
29. A system for use with one or more broadcasters, said
System comprising:
a plurality of mobile units each having a at least one
command button, a broadcast receiver for receiving

31. The system of claim 30 wherein said means for
determining a geographical location of the mobile unit is a

global positioning system (“GPS") device.

32. The system of claim 29 wherein the network receiver
of the network processor further includes a location identi
fication unit that identifies the geographical location of the
mobile unit by mapping the cellular base Station that
received the transmitted wireleSS Signals to a predefined
geographical area.
33. The system of claim 29 wherein the broadcast receiver
includes one or more of an analog terrestrial broadcast
receiver, a digital terrestrial broadcast receiver, and a digital

broadcast transmissions from broadcasters and a trans

mitter for wirelessly transmitting Signals identifying a
Selected program Segment of the broadcast transmis
Sion in response to the actuation of the command
button; and

a network processor having
a network receiver for receiving the Signals identifying
the Selected program Segment, wherein the Signals
include a broadcast attribute signal identifying the

Satellite broadcast receiver.
34. An interactive radio mobile unit for use with an
15

command button actuated and at least one attribute

information to a user associated with the mobile unit via an

of a program Segment received by the mobile unit

Internet-enabled device with the information being repre
Sentative of the content of the program Segments received by
the mobile unit, Said mobile unit comprising:
a receiver for receiving broadcast transmissions from

from one of the broadcasters, and

a delivery unit responsive to receipt of the broadcast
attribute signal, for providing information to the user
of the mobile unit via the Internet representative of
the content of the broadcast transmission received by

broadcasters,

a location determining unit for determining a geographi

the mobile units.

30. The system of claim 29 wherein at least one of said
mobile units includes

cal location of the mobile unit;
25

means for determining a geographical location of the
mobile unit;

means for determining the carrier frequency of the broad
CaSt.

means for determining the date and time of the program
Segment,

means for storing a Subscriber identifier value; and
wherein Said receiver transmits the geographical location,
the carrier frequency, the date and time and the Sub
Scriber identification value to the network processor.

interactive radio System having a command button, a
receiver for receiving Signals pertaining to Selected program
Segments and having a network processor for providing
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a frequency determination unit for determining the carrier
frequency of the broadcast;
a date and time determination unit for determining the
date and time of the program Segment;
computer memory for Storing a user identifier value; and
a transmitter for wirelessly transmitting the geographical
location, the carrier frequency, the date and time, and a
user identifier value to the network processor Substan
tially immediately upon the actuation of the command
button.

